Application of Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process in Environmental Economics Education: Under the Online and Offline Blended Teaching Mode
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Abstract: This study used fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) to evaluate students’ performance in an environmental economics course under the mode of online and offline blended teaching (OOMB). OOMB was a new teaching mode combining traditional offline teaching with online teaching platform, which could improve students’ after-class learning efficiency and eliminate the limitations of traditional classroom teaching by using an online teaching platform. However, at present, the evaluation methods of OOMB students’ achievement have been scarce. Therefore, this article adopted FAHP to evaluate students’ performance under OOMB. The evaluated course was environmental economics. The results showed that FAHP was not completely dependent on students’ paper scores, and could evaluate students’ scores from group work, attendance, class discussions, and other aspects. The use of OOMB and FAHP led to overall improvement in students’ scores, the average score increased by 7.38, and 81.55% of students were in the middle grade. The case study showed that the integration of FAHP into OOMB could scientifically assign the weight of each evaluation index, make complex performance evaluation problems organized, and fully reflect the comprehensive quality of students. It could also understand students’ dynamics in time, and continuously optimize the course structure according to the feedback information.
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1. Introduction

Thanks to the information age, the online and offline blended teaching mode (OOMB) was created as a new teaching mode that integrates online and offline teaching [1,2]. At the end of 2019, as COVID-19 swept the world [3–5], the spring semester of 2020 would be postponed, requiring universities to make full use of online teaching resources and actively carry out online teaching. OOMB is a flexible learning strategy that combines the innovations and technological advances of online learning with the interaction and participation of traditional classroom learning [6], breaking the constraints of traditional offline teaching on time and place, realizing the integration of high-quality resources, and the sharing of rich teaching resources [7] and receiving positive feedback [7–9].

The Internet has been applied to online teaching in USA since 1998 [10], but it was not until 2013 that OOBT was presented by Manjot [11] from India. Since then, OOBT has spread as a new teaching method in the field of teaching. Compared with solely online teaching, OOBT has its advantages, but there still exist some issues on evaluating students’ performance.

How to evaluate students’ performance under OOBT mode has become a concern of teachers and students. In previous years, many methods of student achievement evaluation have been proposed and applied by scholars. For example, Alina [12] used an argumentation scoring tool in her elementary language arts class to assess the quality of students’ argumentation in text-based discussions. The argumentation scoring tool focused on assessing the quality of classroom discussions for students and teachers. Most teachers found the argument scoring tool helpful in their practice, but they had some difficulties in understanding it, so the method of assessing student performance should be easy to understand. Gulk [13] used the cumulative scoring system to evaluate students’ teaching achievements in social and art disciplines. Unlike the traditional method of evaluating student performance by final exams, the cumulative scoring system introduced continuous monitoring and a rating-based accumulation system, observed the whole process and scored, and used weighting factors to correct the learning process in time, filling the gap of learning process monitoring. However, cumulative scoring system did not take other performance of students into account. Chaudhari [14] developed a soft computing model for student evaluation. The soft computing model used fuzzy logic and considered subject-wise and other activity performance. Using a computer to evaluate was convenient, but this model lacked practical application. Miyazoe [15] used a performance-centered hybrid learning assessment (PA) method to evaluate students’ performance in an undergraduate English course of a university in Tokyo. PA focused on ability improvement, but lacked a necessary quantification method, and did not take the students’ personality and some subjective factors into account. Alibek [16] used the fuzzy calculation method to evaluate students’ grades and assigned weights to the students’ grades, but the sample size was too small, and the results might be accidental, so it needed as many data as possible to avoid accidental errors. Efendi [17] proposed an optimized weighted fuzzy optimization model to evaluate students’ performance, but the model was more complicated, which might cause problems in application. Therefore, the method should be simple and effective. All of the above methods had their drawbacks. None of these evaluation methods could scientifically evaluate students’ performance and show students’ individuality at the same time. It was worth mentioning that the fuzzy set method could eliminate the fuzzy uncertainty caused by the judgment, but it could not be used to evaluate the weight alone. Therefore, the fuzzy set method must be used together with other classical weight methods. As a common method on assigning weights, analytic hierarchy process (AHP) could further process the data obtained by fuzzy set method. AHP can transform decision making into a hierarchy of related criteria [18], and is widely used in complex decision-making problems in various fields [19]. The fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) formed by the combination of fuzzy set method and analytic hierarchy process has solved the uncertainty problem to a large extent, and it is a simple and useful decision-making method.

Therefore, this study would adopt FAHP to evaluate OOBT students’ performance, observe changes in student performance, and determine if FAHP could perform well on assessing student achievement. Based on the undergraduate course Environmental Economics of Xi’an University of Architecture and Technology, online learning data of students would be collected with the help of Superstar Learning Platform in the autumn semesters of the last two years. Combined with the offline learning performance, the establishment of student performance evaluation system gave full play to the advantages of FAHP in the process of assessment, providing reference for building high-quality class and the construction of a scientific and reasonable OOBT performance evaluation system.
2. Methods

The study used a coupling of fuzzy set method and AHP to evaluate student performance. Firstly, the uncertain linguistic variables, proposed by experts, were transformed into mathematical variables and corresponding indicators by the fuzzy set method, and then the students’ achievement evaluation system was constructed by the AHP, and the weights of the indicators were assigned to calculate the final grades. Although the AHP has been widely used and proved, it has still relied on the subjective evaluation of experts and could not be 100% objective [20,21], so the fuzzy set method was introduced to eliminate the subjective interference as much as possible and characterize uncertain factors. The fuzzy set method was to solve the subjective interference in the AHP [22].

2.1. Fuzzy Set Method

The establishment of fuzzy sets provides a natural way to express problems in which the imprecision was caused by the absence of a clear definition of its membership [23]. For example, the common word “young” was a typical fuzzy concept, and its meaning was easy to express. However, the specific age that could be classified as young cannot give a clear boundary. Therefore, the fuzzy set method was introduced to solve such problems. In a fuzzy set, \( \mu_\widetilde{A}(x) \) was called the membership of \( x \) with respect to the fuzzy set \( \widetilde{A} \). The closer \( \mu_\widetilde{A}(x) \) was to 1, the more likely element \( x \) belongs to \( \widetilde{A} \); on the contrary, the closer \( \mu_\widetilde{A}(x) \) was to 0, the more unlikely element \( x \) belongs to \( \widetilde{A} \). To build a comparative matrix, a proper membership function is needed when analyzing and solving problems with uncertain information. Here, triangular fuzzy numbers (TFN), often expressed as \( \widetilde{A} = (a, b, c) \), are generally used as the membership function to express the vagueness of the problem because of convenience of calculating. Equation (1) and Figure 1 show the membership function.

\[
\mu_\widetilde{A}(x) = \begin{cases} 
0, & x < a \\
\frac{x-a}{b-a}, & a \leq x < b \\
\frac{c-x}{c-b}, & b < x \leq c \\
0, & x > c 
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

![Figure 1. A triangular fuzzy number.](image)

For any two TFNs such as \( \widetilde{A}_1 = (a_1, b_1, c_1) \) and \( \widetilde{A}_2 = (a_2, b_2, c_2) \), their arithmetic operations are shown in Chen’s paper [24].

2.2. Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process

Multi-criteria, multi-factor, and multi-objective were included in the performance evaluation system. For such decision-making problems, American operational research scientist Saaty proposed analytic hierarchy process (AHP) as a response [25]. AHP studies
the combination of quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis, decomposes the complex multi-criteria decision-making problem into hierarchical structure, determines the importance of each layer of decision-making by pairwise comparison, and obtains the priority weight of each layer relative to the upper layer. After merging, the optimal decision has the highest weight. This method is widely used due to its simplicity and ease of use. Decision makers prefer AHP and its widespread use in the literature [22].

However, in the process of performance evaluation, it is difficult for teachers as decision makers of score evaluation to express the intensity of preference and provide accurate comparison. Therefore, the conventional AHP cannot deal with fuzzy problems. For example, in the performance evaluation containing excellent, good, medium, qualified, and unqualified, the section span was too large. It might cause a fuzzy evaluation, and the results were difficult to distinguish under the same rating.

Scholars proposed to introduce fuzzy sets into AHP to construct a fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP), construct judgment matrix by pairwise comparison, determine the relative importance of evaluation indicators, and calculate their weights to solve such problems. The fuzzy comprehensive degree $S_j$ based on TFN in FAHP is calculated as in Equations (2)–(9) [24].

\[ S_j = \sum_{i=1}^{m} M_{ij} \otimes \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} M_{ij} \right]^{-1} \]  
\[ M_{ij} = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} a_{ij}, \sum_{i=1}^{m} b_{ij}, \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_{ij} \right), i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \]  
\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} M_{ij} = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} a_{ij}, \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} b_{ij}, \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} c_{ij} \right) \]  
\[ \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} M_{ij} \right]^{-1} = \left( 1/\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} c_{ij}, 1/\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} b_{ij}, 1/\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} a_{ij} \right) \]  
\[ V(S_j \geq S_i) = \text{height}(S_i \cap S_j) = \begin{cases} 1 & b_j \geq b_i \\ 0 & a_i \geq c_j \\ (a_i - c_j) / (b_j - c_j) - (b_i - a_i), \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  
\[ V(S \geq S_1, S_2, S_3, \ldots, S_k) = V[(S \geq S_1) \text{and}(S \geq S_2) \text{and} \ldots(S \geq S_k)] = \min V(S \geq S_i), i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, k \]  

Suppose the weight could be expressed as in Equation (8):

\[ \omega_T = (dt(A_1), dt(A_2), \ldots, dt(A_n))^T \]  

Then, normalize the weight using Equation (9):

\[ \omega_i = \frac{dt(A_i)}{\sum_{n=1}^{k} dt(A_n)} \]  

$\omega = (\omega_1, \omega_2, \ldots, \omega_k)$ is the weight of each factor. Similarly, the weight of sub-factors at the next level can also be calculated.

In order to reduce the influence of teachers’ subjectivity on students’ performance evaluation, it is necessary to design an objective and fair hierarchical structure of examination indicators [20,22,24]. The hierarchical structure divides the various factors in the complex performance evaluation problem into interconnected and orderly levels to make them organized. After the establishment of the hierarchy, it is necessary to compare the factors in each level, construct the judgment matrix, determine the relative importance, and use the appropriate scale value to solve the weight of each index in the hierarchy quantitatively. For such fuzzy problems, Kahraman proposed a triangular fuzzy conversion scale and
linguistic scale [26]. The pairwise comparison between factors was obtained by issuing a questionnaire to the expert committee. The questionnaire was filled out in the form of linguistic variables. Linguistic variables were variables composed of words in natural language or artificial language. Compared with digital variables, linguistic variables could better express emotions and judgments, and make more intuitive judgments in pairwise comparison. The conversion relation between linguistic scale and fuzzy scale.

Table 1. The conversion scale between linguistic scale and TFN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linguistic Scale</th>
<th>Triangular Fuzzy Scale</th>
<th>Reciprocal Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identical</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equally important</td>
<td>(1/2, 1, 3/2)</td>
<td>(2/3, 1, 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weakly more important</td>
<td>(1, 3/2, 2)</td>
<td>(1/2, 2/3, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly more important</td>
<td>(3/2, 2, 5/2)</td>
<td>(2/5, 1/2, 2/3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very strongly more important</td>
<td>(2, 5/2, 3)</td>
<td>(1/3, 2/5, 1/2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolutely most important</td>
<td>(5/2, 3, 7/2)</td>
<td>(2/7, 1/3, 2/5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a research objects with \( n \) factors, the relative importance of factors \( i \) and \( j \) can be expressed as \( \tilde{a}_{ij} = (a_{ij}, b_{ij}, c_{ij}) \). Each factor is compared in pairs, and the judgment matrix \( \tilde{A} = (\tilde{a}_{ij})_{n \times m} \) can be expressed as Equation (10):

\[
\tilde{A} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{\tilde{a}_{12}} & \frac{1}{\tilde{a}_{13}} & \cdots & \frac{1}{\tilde{a}_{1n}} \\
\frac{1}{\tilde{a}_{21}} & 1 & \cdots & \frac{1}{\tilde{a}_{2n}} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{1}{\tilde{a}_{n1}} & \frac{1}{\tilde{a}_{n2}} & \cdots & 1
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{\tilde{a}_{12}} & \frac{1}{\tilde{a}_{13}} & \cdots & \frac{1}{\tilde{a}_{1n}} \\
\frac{1}{\tilde{a}_{21}} & 1 & \cdots & \frac{1}{\tilde{a}_{2n}} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{1}{\tilde{a}_{n1}} & \frac{1}{\tilde{a}_{n2}} & \cdots & 1
\end{bmatrix} \tag{10}
\]

In order to ensure the fairness and credibility of the evaluation results, consistency index and consistency ratio are usually used to measure the consistency of the judgment matrix. When verifying consistency, it is necessary to defuzzify the judgment matrix. Chang proposed a method that could clearly show the preference tendency and risk tolerance of decision makers, and complete the transformation of fuzzy numbers into clear numbers under multi-scenario uncertainty [27].

\[
(a_{ij}^\alpha)^\lambda = \left[ \lambda \cdot a_{ij}^\alpha + (1 - \lambda)c_{ij}^\alpha \right], \quad 0 \leq \lambda \leq 1, \quad 0 \leq \alpha \leq 1 \tag{11}
\]

In Equation (11), \( a_{ij}^\alpha = (b_{ij} - a_{ij}) \times \alpha + a_{ij} \) represents the left endpoint value after \( \alpha \)-cut on \( a_{ij} \), while \( c_{ij}^\alpha = c_{ij} - (b_{ij} - a_{ij}) \times \alpha \) represents the right endpoint value after \( \alpha \)-cut on \( a_{ij} \). \( \alpha \) shows the stable or fluctuating state of teachers’ preference when evaluating students’ performance, and any number between 0 and 1 is available. When \( \alpha = 0 \), the uncertainty is the largest, otherwise the uncertainty is the smallest, and the evaluation decision is more stable. Risk tolerance \( \lambda \) refers to the psychological state of teachers in decision making. When \( \lambda = 0 \), this means that the teacher is highly pessimistic, and vice versa. \( \alpha \) and \( \lambda \) usually use 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 numbers to represent different states.

After defuzzifying each TFN in a fuzzy judgment matrix into a clear number, the clean matrix can be expressed as in Equation (12).

\[
(A^\alpha)^\lambda = \begin{bmatrix}
(a_{12}^\alpha)^\lambda & (a_{13}^\alpha)^\lambda & \cdots & (a_{1n}^\alpha)^\lambda \\
(a_{21}^\alpha)^\lambda & 1 & \cdots & (a_{2n}^\alpha)^\lambda \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
(a_{n1}^\alpha)^\lambda & (a_{n2}^\alpha)^\lambda & \cdots & 1
\end{bmatrix} \tag{12}
\]

A quantitative index to measure the inconsistency of a judgment matrix is called the consistency index (CI). When CI = 0, the judgment matrix is highly consistent. The greater the CI, the more serious the inconsistency of the judgment matrix. The consistency ratio (CR)
is defined as a ratio between the consistency of a given evaluation matrix and consistency of a random matrix. $RI(n)$ is a random number, which depends on the dimension of the matrix. If $CR \leq 0.1$, the consistency of the matrix satisfies the condition, otherwise the judgment matrix must be adjusted. For more information on CI, please refer to Chen’s paper [24]. More information about the random index of random matrix can be found in Zadeh’s book [23].

The expert committee needed to fill out the opinions according to the questionnaire according to the relevant knowledge reserve. Each questionnaire constituted an independent judgment matrix that contained the experts’ evaluation opinions. In order to unify multiple opinions, it was necessary to aggregate the opinions of experts to form a group consensus matrix $\hat{A}_K = \{\hat{a}_{ijk}\}$, where $\hat{a}_{ijk} = (a_{ij}, b_{ij}, c_{ij})$ indicated that expert $k$ considered the relative importance of factor $i$ compared with factor $j$. In Equation (13), the aggregation process of group judgment matrices is represented [24].

$$a_{ij} = \min_{k=1,2,...,k} (a_{ijk}) b_{ij} = \left[\prod_{k=1}^{k} b_{ijk} c_{ij} \right] = \max_{k=1,2,...,k} (c_{ijk})$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

2.3. Steps of Students’ Performance Evaluation

When establishing the performance evaluation system, attention must be fixed on the weight of the evaluation factor and the subfactor. The research steps of this paper were as follows: (1) establish an expert panel of experienced teachers to discuss and revise the student performance indicator hierarchy; (2) understand teachers’ views through language questionnaires and assess the importance of one indicator to another; (3) transform questionnaire content into TFNs with language scale; (4) defuzzify the TFNs, transform fuzzy matrix into clear matrix, and verify the consistency of the questionnaire one by one; (5) aggregate multiple single fuzzy judgment matrices into group fuzzy judgment matrices after passing the inspection; (6) calculate the fuzzy comprehensive degree and solve the factor weight and subfactor weight.

2.4. Environmental Economics

Environmental economics and its related disciplines have trained a large number of environmental talents [28], and could help achieve the optimal allocation of resources to promote sustainable development [29]. Sustainable management of natural resources also requires young professionals [30], and the status of environmental economics in environmental management will also become more prominent [31].

3. Case Analysis

3.1. Data Source

The data in this paper were derived from the online and offline blended teaching courses offered by the College of Environment and Municipal Engineering of Xi’an University of Architecture and Technology. Taking the performance evaluation of environmental economics for 103 undergraduates majoring in environmental science in the past 2 years as an example, comparative analysis and research were carried out. Some students were taught by traditional offline teaching method, and the score evaluation adopted the mode of test score, which accounted for 70% of the total grades and the usual performance, which accounted for 30% of the total grades. Other students were taught in online and offline blended teaching mode (OOBT), whose performance was evaluated by the process assessment based on FAHP. The data were from the actual performance of offline teaching on the superstar learning platform.

This study invited nine environmental engineering teachers to form an expert committee to explore and formulate a framework of student performance assessment indicators for environmental economics. The framework consisted of six assessment factors, namely, classroom order, communication, attendance, learning status, grouping tasks,
and knowledge-point examination. Each factor was divided into subfactors, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Hierarchical structure of student performance index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment Factors</th>
<th>Subfactors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classroom order ((U_1))</td>
<td>Discipline in class ((U_{11})) \net class discipline ((U_{12}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication ((U_2))</td>
<td>Group discussion ((U_{21})) Online topic discussion ((U_{22}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check work attendance ((U_3))</td>
<td>Late arrival and early departure ((U_{31})) \absenteeism ((U_{32})) Number of online task points completed ((U_{33}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning state ((U_4))</td>
<td>Classroom listening ((U_{41})) Online reading duration ((U_{42})) Question answering ((U_{43}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grouping tasks ((U_5))</td>
<td>Data making ((U_{51})) Data report ((U_{52}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination of knowledge points ((U_6))</td>
<td>Homework completion ((U_{61})) Chapter test ((U_{62}))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rationality of the indicator system referred to the comprehensive consideration of online and offline levels and the indicators involved. The relevant data and materials were consulted during the design, the front-line teachers were also asked, and the evaluation indicators were designed as objectively and comprehensively as possible. Among the established indicators, factors such as classroom order, communication, checking work attendance, learning state, grouping tasks, and examination of knowledge points are included. The actual student achievement conformed to the teaching law for many years, which also proved the rationality of the indicator system. The integrity of the indicator system refers to the comprehensive observation of elements. It was necessary to pay attention not only to the changes in a single element, but also to the coupling relationship and action process between each element, so as to systematically grasp the overall change in students’ grades.

3.2. Result Analysis

The FAHP was used to process and analyze the data. Firstly, the relative importance was collected by questionnaire survey for the expert committee. Then, the linguistic variables in the questionnaire were transformed into mathematical variables to construct the fuzzy judgment matrix. Finally, defuzzification was carried out and the consistency of the judgment matrix was tested one by one. In this study, \(\alpha = 0.5\) and \(\lambda = 0.5\) indicated that the uncertainty of the environment does not fluctuate during decision making. Nine judgment matrices were aggregated by using Equation (13). The representative group fuzzy judgment matrix is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Group fuzzy judgment matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(U_1)</th>
<th>(U_2)</th>
<th>(U_3)</th>
<th>(U_4)</th>
<th>(U_5)</th>
<th>(U_6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(U_1)</td>
<td>((1, 1, 1))</td>
<td>((0.4, 0.702, 2))</td>
<td>((0.4, 0.847, 2))</td>
<td>((0.4, 0.685, 2))</td>
<td>((0.4, 0.693, 2))</td>
<td>((0.5, 0.902, 2.5))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(U_2)</td>
<td>((0.5, 1.423, 2.5))</td>
<td>((1, 1, 1))</td>
<td>((0.4, 1.013, 2.5))</td>
<td>((0.5, 0.914, 2.5))</td>
<td>((0.333, 0.976, 2.5))</td>
<td>((0.4, 0.809, 2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(U_3)</td>
<td>((0.5, 1.180, 3))</td>
<td>((0.4, 0.987, 2.5))</td>
<td>((1, 1, 1))</td>
<td>((0.4, 0.896, 3))</td>
<td>((0.4, 0.867, 3))</td>
<td>((0.5, 0.986, 3))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(U_4)</td>
<td>((0.5, 1.442, 2.5))</td>
<td>((0.4, 1.013, 2.5))</td>
<td>((0.4, 1.168, 2.5))</td>
<td>((1, 1, 1))</td>
<td>((0.5, 1.397, 2.5))</td>
<td>((0.5, 1.182, 2.5))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(U_5)</td>
<td>((0.5, 1.292, 3))</td>
<td>((0.4, 0.980, 3))</td>
<td>((0.333, 1.262, 2.5))</td>
<td>((0.4, 0.716, 2))</td>
<td>((1, 1, 1))</td>
<td>((0.5, 1, 2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(U_6)</td>
<td>((0.4, 1.109, 2))</td>
<td>((0.5, 1.236, 2.5))</td>
<td>((0.4, 1.015, 2))</td>
<td>((0.4, 0.885, 2))</td>
<td>((0.5, 1.046, 2))</td>
<td>((1, 1, 1))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 was defuzzified as shown in Table 4. It was verified that the clear judgment matrix CR = 0.00784, and the results met the consistency test. Similarly, the fuzzy judgment matrix of subfactors was transformed into a clear judgment matrix, and the consistency was tested one by one, with all meeting the requirements.

### Table 4. Group clear judgment matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(U_1)</th>
<th>(U_2)</th>
<th>(U_3)</th>
<th>(U_4)</th>
<th>(U_5)</th>
<th>(U_6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(U_1)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>1.024</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>1.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(U_2)</td>
<td>1.052</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.257</td>
<td>1.207</td>
<td>1.238</td>
<td>1.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(U_3)</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.298</td>
<td>1.284</td>
<td>1.368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(U_4)</td>
<td>1.061</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.449</td>
<td>1.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(U_5)</td>
<td>1.057</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(U_6)</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.746</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fuzzy comprehensive degree \(S_i\) was calculated using Equations (2)–(5) and the group fuzzy judgment matrix of Table 4 was calculated. The results were \(S_1 = (0.039, 0.132, 0.603), S_2 = (0.040, 0.168, 0.682), S_3 = (0.041, 0.162, 0.813), S_4 = (0.042, 0.197, 0.708), S_5 = (0.040, 0.171, 0.708), \) and \(S_6 = (0.041, 0.172, 0.603).\)

The relative importance of the factors in the student performance evaluation system through Equations (7)–(9) is shown in Table 5.

### Table 5. Comparison of fuzzy comprehensive degree \(V(S_i \geq S_j)\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(V(S_i \geq S_j))</th>
<th>(V(S_i \geq S_j))</th>
<th>(V(S_i \geq S_j))</th>
<th>(V(S_i \geq S_j))</th>
<th>(V(S_i \geq S_j))</th>
<th>(V(S_i \geq S_j))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(V(S_1 \geq S_2))</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>(V(S_1 \geq S_3))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(V(S_1 \geq S_4))</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V(S_1 \geq S_2))</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>(V(S_2 \geq S_2))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(V(S_2 \geq S_3))</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V(S_2 \geq S_2))</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>(V(S_3 \geq S_3))</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>(V(S_3 \geq S_4))</td>
<td>0.957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V(S_3 \geq S_3))</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>(V(S_4 \geq S_4))</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>(V(S_4 \geq S_4))</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V(S_4 \geq S_4))</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>(V(S_5 \geq S_5))</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>(V(S_5 \geq S_5))</td>
<td>0.987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\omega' = (0.896, 0.956, 0.957, 1, 0.962, 0.957)^T\). Normalized by Equation (14), factor weight \(\omega = (\omega_1, \omega_2, \omega_3, \omega_4, \omega_5, \omega_6)^T \approx (0.156, 0.166, 0.167, 0.174, 0.170, 0.167)^T\). Similarly, the weight of subfactors can be obtained in turn: \(\omega_1 = (0.504, 0.496)^T, \omega_2 = (0.488, 0.512)^T, \omega_3 = (0.297, 0.385, 0.318)^T, \omega_4 = (0.372, 0.297, 0.331)^T, \omega_5 = (0.482, 0.518)^T, \omega_6 = (0.520, 0.480)^T\).

This course evaluates students’ scores according to students’ performance in class, online data, group report, and other forms. Each index score was 100%, and the weight of the index was the actual score of the students, as shown in Table 6.

The teaching effect of the curriculum was shown in Figure 2. The use of double-pronged OOBT and FAHP process assessment led to an overall improvement in students’ scores and the average score increased by 7.38. All students achieved the qualified standard (scored 60), of which 84 students were in the middle score segment (scored 70–89), accounting for 81.55% of the total. There were eight people in the high segment (scored 90–100), accounting for 7.77% of the total. Meanwhile, the evaluation of students was more objective. In addition, with the teaching methods and contents feedback optimized, the assessment methods were open and transparent and each score of the performance was well-founded. It also could warn students with low scores. The cancellation of the face-to-face examination eliminates the fear and resistance of some students to the final examination, and increases their enthusiasm for learning. At the same time, online teaching resources could broaden students’ horizons, cultivate students’ self-learning ability, and improve their enthusiasm for learning environmental economics.
Table 6. Calculation table of students’ comprehensive scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examination Content (Factors)</th>
<th>Assessment Indicators (Subfactors)</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Score of This Item</th>
<th>Weighted Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classroom order</td>
<td>Discipline in class</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>6.320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Network classroom discipline</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>6.545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Group discussion</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>6.642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Online topic discussion</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>6.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check work attendance</td>
<td>Late arrival and early departure</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>4.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Absenteeism</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>6.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of online task points completed</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>4.968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning state</td>
<td>Classroom listening</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>5.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Online reading duration</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>4.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Question answering</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>5.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grouping tasks</td>
<td>Data making</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>6.396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data report</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>7.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination of knowledge points</td>
<td>Homework completion</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>6.786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chapter test</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>5.920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comprehensive evaluation score</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>82.264</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Score statistics of environmental science students. The horizontal axis indicated grade sections, while the vertical axis showed the number of students.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) was used to evaluate students’ performance, and the indexes in the evaluation system were quantitatively analyzed. FAHP reduced the influence of subjective factors in the process evaluation scoring system and made the weight of each evaluation index clear. On the one hand, the influence of subjective factors in the process evaluation scoring system was reduced, and the weight of each evaluation index was clarified; on the other hand, the teaching effect of OOB T could be tested, and the teaching arrangement could be adjusted in time according to students’ feedback. FAHP overcame the uncertainty of OOB T, and provided a detailed calculation process which could be quickly completed by computer. Case studies showed that the integration of FAHP into OOB T could scientifically and fairly allocate the weight of each evaluation index, and made the complex problem of performance evaluation organized, and the overall performance of students followed the normal distribution, which accorded with the teaching law. In addition, FAHP could highlight the student’s personality, and the comprehensive quality of students was fully reflected. What is more, the students’ dynamics could be understood in time. The curriculum structure was continuously optimized according to the feedback information, which could help to build high-quality courses.

The improvement in OOB T students’ average score evaluated by FAHP might have the following reasons: (1) The process assessment was more complete, which enabled students to learn actively and improved learning positivity. (2) Group discussions and class speeches deepened the impression of knowledge points. (3) In addition to offline course exams, online exercises could also help students better master knowledge, and the addition...
of excellent online resources could also improve students’ subjective initiative. (4) The addition of normal grades such as sign-in reduced the occurrence of skipping classes and improved the effectiveness of teaching.

This study only evaluated student performance in environmental economics courses. It is hoped that it can be used as a reference for the application of FAHP on student performance evaluation of other disciplines in the future. We also hope that other disciplines can further make applications of this method in the future, and explore the feedback from more perspectives. Further studies are needed to establish whether teaching software that matches different online teaching platforms, has high visualization, simple operation, wide application scope, and provides performance warning and other functions could be developed.
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